4

Mark the center of
the studs
Locate a stud with a ﬁnder or
the knuckle-knocking method.
Then probe with a nail until
you ﬁnd both edges of the
stud. Mark the center of the
stud. Measure from this
mark—most studs are 16 in.
center-to-center—to ﬁnd the
remaining stud centers.
Double-check by probing with
a nail at each mark. Repeat
this process at the uppermost
chalk line and connect the
marks with chalk lines.

mark
stud center

stud
center

beveled
strip

Cut out the parts
for the hangers
With the saw guides, it’s fast and easy to
make long, table saw–quality cuts in
plywood. But what about all those small
parts? One problem with cutting small
parts freehand is that it’s hard to keep
the cuts square. Another is that the
cutoff pieces tend to fall away just
before the cut is finished, creating a little
torn-off section. You can solve both
these problems, and make marks for
repeatable cuts, by building two crosscut guides (p. 33). We bought a 2 x 4-ft.
piece of MDF at the home center, but
you can use any flat scraps of plywood.
Start by cutting two fence strips 1-3/8
in. wide by 3 or 4 ft. long. Then cut a
4-1/2-in.-wide strip and a 9-1/2-in.- wide
strip for the base pieces. Use your
straightedge saw guide to make these
cuts. Glue and clamp the fence parts to
the base pieces. Or you can glue and
screw them. If you use screws, remove
them after the glue sets.
The sidebar on p. 33 shows how to
use the crosscut guides. When you make
the first cut, mark the location of the
square on the crosscut guide. To make
several parts that are the same length,
measure from the saw kerf in the work
support and make a mark. Line up the
end of the material with this mark and
align the clamp with the clamp mark.

Materials List
Here’s what we used. Adjust the quantities
for your project.

stud
center
line

screW the strIps
5
to the studs
Line up the bottom of the
strips with the lines and
drive a screw into each
stud. We used washerhead cabinet screws, but
any type of screw will work.
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IteM
2' x 4' x 3/4" MDF (crosscut guides)
2' x 8' x 1/4" plywood or hardboard
(saw guide base)
4' x 8' x 3/4" plywood
No. 4 x 3/4" wood screws (to attach
1/4" plywood to straightedge for guide)
7/8" pan-head screws (to attach
hardware to cleats)
1-1/4" construction screws (to attach
cleats to hangers)
1-3/4" construction screws
(optional—for cabinets)*
2-3/4" construction screws* (to attach
cleats to wall)
8-oz. bottle of wood glue
3/4" copper tubing (optional)
Hooks and other hardware**

QtY.
1
1
4
20

100
100

100
175
1

*We used GRK No. 8 Cabinet Screws. Go to
grkfasteners.com to find a retailer or online source.
** We used the Everbilt Hook Assortment Pack,
Flip-Up Tool Holder and Flip-Up Bike Holder, which are
available at Home Depot.

